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Much ecological research aims to explain how climate impacts bio-
diversity and ecosystem-level processes through functional traits that
link environment with individual performance. However, the specific
climatic drivers of functional diversity across space and time remain
unclear due largely to limitations in the availability of paired trait and
climate data. We compile and analyze a global forest dataset using a
method based on abundance-weighted trait moments to assess how
climate influences the shapes of whole-community trait distributions.
Our approach combines abundance-weighted metrics with diverse cli-
mate factors to produce a comprehensive catalog of trait–climate rela-
tionships that differ dramatically—27% of significant results change in
sign and 71% disagree on sign, significance, or both—from traditional
species-weighted methods. We find that (i) functional diversity gener-
ally declines with increasing latitude and elevation, (ii) temperature
variability and vapor pressure are the strongest drivers of geographic
shifts in functional composition and ecological strategies, and (iii) func-
tional composition may currently be shifting over time due to rapid
climate warming. Our analysis demonstrates that climate strongly gov-
erns functional diversity and provides essential information needed to
predict how biodiversity and ecosystem function will respond to
climate change.
biodiversity | climate | functional ecology | macroecology | ecosystem function
Determining how the functional composition of communitieschanges along environmental gradients is the first step to-
ward developing a more mechanistic understanding of climate’s
role in driving ecosystem structure and function (1–10). Ecolo-
gists are working to map relationships between functional com-
position and environmental conditions (6, 8, 10–15), but this
work faces three major challenges. First, due to the difficulty of
collecting trait datasets in the field, studies are often restricted to
relatively small regions (e.g., a single elevational gradient) and
only one or a few functional traits and climatic variables. Second,
large-scale functional ecology studies usually do not include
location-specific trait measurements (8), relying only on global
trait databases that typically have a single, globally averaged
value for each species. Third, trait moments and other functional
metrics are often weighted according to species rather than to
individual abundance or biomass (10), which must more strongly
relate to overall ecosystem function and net primary production
(16). Specifically, many past studies (e.g., refs. 11–15 and 17) that
assess how traits vary across broad climatic gradients typically
have not combined species trait values with species abundances
to accurately quantify the shapes of whole-community trait dis-
tributions (but see refs. 6 and 18 for exceptions). Without
overcoming these challenges, it will be difficult to decipher which
environmental variables influence different aspects of functional
diversity across space and to what extent climate change is
causing functional changes within communities over time.
To help overcome these challenges and better assess the variation
and drivers of functional biogeography, we compiled a global trait
and climate dataset that includes 421 forest plots of 0.1 ha each (tree
communities); 2,701 distinct tree species; and 55,983 individual trees
over 100° in latitude and 3,351 m in elevation (Fig. 1A and SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S1). We assigned trait information to individual trees
greater than 2 cm in diameter in all communities. Trait data were
collected in situ for 66 communities in our dataset to provide high-
fidelity, location-specific trait information. To estimate the multidi-
mensional climatic conditions experienced by each community, we
gathered data on multiple environmental variables including tem-
perature, precipitation, vapor pressure, solar radiation, and wind
speed using high-resolution global climate raster layers (19–24).
We specifically address four key hypotheses in functional
biogeography (14, 25–29): (i) increasingly harsh and variable
environments decrease functional diversity, selecting for a nar-
row range of more conservative growth strategies (14, 25); (ii)
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these functional shifts are primarily driven by changes in mean
annual temperature and precipitation (26); (iii) community and
biogeographic shifts in functional diversity across broad gradi-
ents reflect directional shifts in ecological strategies (27, 28); and
(iv) climate change is currently driving shifts in functional com-
position over time (29). We find solid support for hypotheses (i),
(iii), and (iv) but reject hypothesis (ii), instead finding temper-
ature variability and vapor pressure to be the primary drivers.
For this study, we analyzed a suite of key functional traits that
are known to influence plant performance (27, 28, 30), including
specific leaf area (SLA), wood density, tree height, seed mass, leaf
area, leaf carbon (%C), nitrogen (%N), and phosphorus (%P)
content, as well as the ratio of leaf nitrogen to phosphorus (N:P).
We characterized the functional composition of each tree commu-
nity by calculating the first four central moments—mean, variance,
skewness, and kurtosis—of abundance-weighted trait distributions
for each trait across the whole community. These moments and
distributions are weighted based on the total abundance of indi-
viduals within each species with a specific trait value (9, 31–33)
rather than weighting trait values equally across species (species
weighting). Here we use abundance to weight species trait values
within communities. We note that other forms of biomass
weighting could produce different results and could be more ap-
propriate depending on the study. Thus, we also analyzed our data
using basal area weighting, finding that only 2% of significant
trait–environment correlations exhibit changes in sign compared
with abundance weighting (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C).
Analyses based on abundance-weighted trait moments often
differ substantially from those using species-weighted metrics, with
27% (166/612) differing in sign while maintaining significance and
71% (433/612) differing in sign, significance, or both (SI Appendix,
Fig. S2). Additionally, weighted metrics more accurately connect
with whole-ecosystem function and net primary productivity,
which arise from sums across all individuals and total biomass
(16). We quantify the shapes of whole-community trait distribu-
tions by accounting for the relative abundance and rarity of trait
values that are driven by unequal species abundances, thus cap-
turing key features of functional diversity (34, 35) and reflecting
the dynamics of community assembly that result from differences
in individual performance (9, 35). Abundance-weighted mean trait
values represent the average location of a community in trait
space. Comparing means across communities provides a measure
of functional diversity at regional or global scales (36, 37). To-
gether, the higher-order trait moments describe important and
nuanced aspects of local functional diversity by characterizing the
range or richness (variance), asymmetry (skewness), and evenness
(kurtosis) of trait values within communities.
We compared abundance-weighted trait moments across forests
throughout the world and associated shifts in functional composition
and diversity with shifts in climate. Although previous studies have
explored multiple traits or environmental drivers separately, few
studies have combined abundance-weighted metrics with a wide range
of traits and environmental drivers simultaneously. Indeed, to our
knowledge this has never been performed at large (multicontinental)
geographic/climatic scales as is done in the present study. Hence, our
study creates a crucial catalog of trait–climate relationships in forests
that provides a more comprehensive and detailed understanding of
the complex role of climate in functional biogeography.
Across the globe we found that forests exhibit significant and
substantial shifts in trait moments across latitude and elevation (Fig.
1 B–E and SI Appendix, Fig. S3). These shifts represent changes in
the shapes of community trait distributions that directly correspond
to distinct aspects of functional composition and diversity (Fig. 1
F–I). All traits (except seed mass) exhibit significant relationships
between mean trait values for communities and both absolute lati-
tude and elevation (Fig. 1B). As latitude and elevation increase,
community mean values of many leaf traits related to growth dem-
onstrate coordinated shifts toward more conservative growth strat-
egies (27, 30)—lower SLA, leaf area, leaf N and P content (elevation
only for %P), and higher leaf C content. In addition, most traits
decline in variance (Fig. 1C), skewness tends toward zero (Fig. 1D),
and kurtosis tends to increase away from zero (Fig. 1E) with in-
creases in latitude and elevation. These trends in higher community
moments collectively suggest that rare phenotypes at the edges of
trait space are selected against in harsher environments, consistent
with the “favorability hypothesis” (14, 25) stating that environmental
filtering becomes more pronounced as environmental conditions
become less favorable. Taken together, these results demonstrate
community-wide shifts in growth strategies and sweeping declines in
functional diversity—richness, asymmetry, and evenness—within
forest communities along these geographic gradients.
That most trait moments exhibit the same trends across latitude
and elevation is consistent with the hypothesis that there is
widespread convergence in how functional composition changes
along these major geographic gradients. Despite this convergence,
two key realizations are: (i) latitudinal shifts in trait moments
are generally larger in magnitude than elevational shifts, and
Fig. 1. Shifts in the community-weighted moments of several key functional
plant traits along latitudinal and elevational gradients. (A) Geographic dis-
tribution of the 421 forest communities in this study (triangles designate the
66 locally sampled communities). (B–E) Abundance-weighted moments of
whole-community trait distributions across (absolute) latitude and elevation.
For mean and variance (B and C), lines represent linear regressions on the
percent deviation between individual community values and the average
moment value for a given trait and geographic gradient. For skewness and
kurtosis (D and E), lines are regressions on raw moment values and absolute
values of latitude and elevation to enable comparison with normality
(skewness/kurtosis = 0). Stars signify significant regressions, and dashes are
used to visualize overlapping lines. (F–I) Cartoons illustrating how variation in
trait distribution shape is captured by each of the respective moments.
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(ii) notable examples of divergent trends appear in mean tree
height, mean %P, and variance in seed mass. Consequently, these
two geographic gradients are not completely interchangeable
proxies for measuring changes in functional biodiversity in re-
sponse to climatic variation across space. Our findings allow us to
accurately calculate shifts in biodiversity with changes in latitude
and elevation. These results also indicate that more detailed
analyses using individual environmental variables may be neces-
sary to fully evaluate spatial shifts in functional composition.
Pairwise correlations between individual environmental vari-
ables and trait moments reveal more nuanced influences of cli-
mate on functional diversity (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
Several different climate variables—not just mean annual tem-
perature and precipitation—exhibit significant correlations with
trait moments (Fig. 2A). Indeed, vapor air pressure (VAP) and
temperature seasonality (TS) exhibit the strongest correlations
on average across all trait moments (Fig. 2B). More specifically,
measures of temperature and vapor pressure are among the
strongest predictors of mean and variance in all traits, signifying
the influence of these two climatic factors on functional richness
both among (comparing means) and within (variance) commu-
nities. SLA, leaf area, seed mass, %N, and N:P exhibit very
similar trends between community mean values and climate, with
values that are strongly positively related to measures of mean
annual temperature (MAT), isothermality (ISO), and mean va-
por pressure [VAP, vapor pressure deficit (VPD), potential
evapotranspiration (PET)] yet negatively related to measures
of temperature variability [temperature diurnal range (TDR),
temperature annual range (TAR), and TS]. Likewise, mean
height, %C, and %P are strongly positively related to temperature
variability (TDR, TAR, TS) and negatively related to MAT, ISO,
and vapor pressure (VAP, VPD, PET, although height is only
significantly related to VPD). Variance in SLA, wood density,
height, leaf area, %C, %N, and N:P is positively related to mea-
sures of vapor pressure and negatively related to measures of
temperature variability (except SLA with temperature variability),
suggesting that higher VAP, VPD, and PET promote functional
richness while temperature variability actually limits functional
richness. Measures of skewness in height, %C, %P, and N:P all
exhibit negative relationships with temperature variability and
positive relationships with vapor pressure, implying that these
environmental variables also control functional asymmetry in
forests. Interestingly, trait variance and kurtosis have divergent
relationships (opposite signs) with environmental variables in 85%
(51 of 60) of the cases in which both variance and kurtosis are
significantly correlated with a single environmental variable. This
suggests that functional richness and evenness are positively re-
lated and coordinated along environmental gradients.
These analyses demonstrate striking similarities in how dif-
ferent climatic variables influence variation in functional com-
position/diversity in forests, highlighting temperature and vapor
pressure as potentially the primary drivers of this variation. Al-
though our analysis identifies temperature variability and vapor
pressure as the most important predictors of trait–environment
relationships, it is important to note that other environmental
drivers—such as mean annual temperature—do exhibit strong
and meaningful correlations with trait moments. Indeed, the
strongest individual environmental driver of each moment varies
widely among traits, showing that a variety of different climatic
factors influence functional composition across different trait
axes (Fig. 2A). The divergence between latitude and elevation
relationships observed in mean height, mean %P, and variance
Fig. 2. Relationships between the community-weighted moments of individual traits and all environmental variables across all forests. (A) Radar plots showing all
trait moment–environment correlations. Each symbol represents a different trait moment, and its position along the radial axis indicates the strength of correlation
between that moment and a given environmental variable. The solid black line represents zero correlation, the region inside (outside) this line represents negative
(positive) correlations. Gray shading represents nonsignificant correlations. Filled shapes highlight the environmental variables that are most strongly correlated
with each of the four trait moments. (B) Mean magnitudes (absolute values) of all significant correlations between all trait moments and each environmental
variable. Environmental variables are abbreviated as follows: absolute value of latitude (jLatj), elevation (Elev), mean annual temperature/precipitation (MAT/MAP),
isothermality (ISO), temperature diurnal range (TDR), temperature annual range (TAR), temperature/precipitation seasonality (TS/PS), climate water deficit (CWD),
vapor air pressure (VAP), vapor pressure deficit (VPD), potential evapotranspiration (PET), wind velocity (Wind), and solar radiation (SR).
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in seed mass—representing the exception and not the rule—can
be explained by relationships between individual environmental
variables with latitude and elevation (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). For
example, both mean height and %P are most strongly related to
temperature seasonality, which is strongly positively correlated
with latitude but only weakly correlated with elevation. Likewise,
variance in seed mass is most strongly related to mean annual
precipitation, which is strongly negatively correlated with latitude
but not significantly correlated with elevation. Relationships between
temperature seasonality, latitude, and mean and skewness in tree
height distributions reflect shifts in canopy structure from communi-
ties dominated by understory trees in the tropics toward those dom-
inated by canopy trees in the temperate region (Fig. 2A). Seed mass is
also a notable exception in these analyses because it is driven most
strongly by wind velocity—seed mass distributions become dominated
by smaller seeds under windier conditions—suggesting that wind
dispersal plays a principal role in driving seed mass distributions.
Next, we identify the primary climatic drivers of multidimen-
sional trait variation—as opposed to each trait individually—
among forests by conducting a principal component analysis
(PCA) on the combined community mean values of all traits
across tree communities. This allows us to reduce a multidimen-
sional community mean trait space to its first two principal trait
axes (traits PC1 and PC2; Fig. 3A). To examine as many traits as
possible, we included only the subset of communities for which we
had data for all nine traits [323 communities with trait values filled
using the Botanical Information and Ecology Network (BIEN)
trait database (38), as opposed to in situ-sampled plots (Materials
and Methods)]. Trait PC1 aligns most strongly with variation in
N:P (0.54), %P (−0.52), leaf area (0.37), height (−0.36), and seed
mass (0.33), and trait PC2 aligns with %N (0.62), SLA (0.55), and
%C (−0.39) (eigenvalues shown in parentheses) (Fig. 3A).
Together, these principal trait axes account for 48.4% (PC1 =
28.9%, PC2 = 19.5%) of total variation in mean trait values across
all forests and encapsulate fundamental trade-offs in growth
strategies operating at the community level (Fig. 3A). Covariation
in mean values of SLA, %N, leaf area, and seed mass at the
community level closely matches previously published results for
global trait covariation at the species level (28) (Fig. 3A and SI
Appendix, Fig. S4A). Because these traits are major axes in plant
economics and ecological strategies (27, 28, 30), this result dem-
onstrates that constraints on plant growth operate similarly at the
species and community levels.
We identified the strongest potential climatic drivers of trait co-
variation by calculating correlations between individual climatic
variables and traits PC1 and PC2 (Fig. 3 B and C). Trait PC1 is most
strongly related to measures of temperature variability and absolute
latitude (Fig. 3B) while trait PC2 is most strongly related to mea-
sures of vapor pressure, MAT, and elevation (Fig. 3C). Notably, our
pairwise analysis (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2) identifies the same
environmental correlates as identified via alignment with traits PC1
and PC2. These findings demonstrate that geography, temperature
variability, and vapor pressure are potentially more important than
mean annual temperature and precipitation for driving patterns in
functional diversity. Furthermore, these different types of environ-
mental factors somewhat independently drive functional composi-
tion along distinct dimensions of trait space.
Finally, to examine whether climate is also driving changes in
functional composition over time, we tested for signatures of
whole-community trait distribution shifts in response to global
warming (Fig. 4). Recent theory (9) suggests that climate change
(e.g., rapid warming or rapid fluctuations in temperature or
precipitation) should cause whole-community trait distributions
to track the environment by decreasing fitness and growth of
existing dominant phenotypes while increasing fitness of some
currently rare phenotypes. As warming occurs and phenotypes
shift, the expectation is that a one-sided tail in the distribution
(skewness) will be created due to time lags caused by individuals
with newly maladaptive traits that are slowly declining in fre-
quency (9) (Fig. 4A). If environmental change (e.g., climate
warming) causes a trait distribution to shift upward or downward
in trait space, the mean trait value also shifts upward or down-
ward, and the lagging tail will exhibit negative or positive skew-
ness, respectively, relative to the initial distribution.
We calculated “relative” moments for several traits in response
to climate warming and compared these values to the null expec-
tation that trait distributions are not currently shifting (relative
mean and skewness = 0). Because there are no direct measure-
ments of these community trait distributions before climate change,
we use the current global (all plots combined) mean and skewness
of each trait as the initial values within each community (SI Ap-
pendix, Supplementary Methods). These values represent a well-
mixed average baseline that is not biased toward current environ-
mental conditions in each individual forest community. If warming
is currently shifting community-level trait distributions over time, then
trait moments of communities are expected to deviate from global
values in a direction that is dictated by the underlying relationships
with temperature (demonstrated in Fig. 4A). To isolate location-
specific trait values and account for potential variation within spe-
cies across plots, only in situ-sampled communities [66 communities,
Fig. 3. The first two principal component axes of community-weighted mean
trait space (traits PC1 and PC2) across all traits and communities and the
strength of their correlations with each environmental variable. (A) The first
two principal trait axes (traits PC1 and PC2). Gray points show the principal
coordinates for each community, and colored lines represent loadings (ei-
genvalues) for individual traits, which indicate the relative contribution of
each trait to variation in each PC axis. Both the coordinates and loadings have
been rescaled to the interval [−1,1]. (B and C) Correlations between the first
two principal trait axes and individual environmental variables.
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excluding all plots in which trait values were filled using the BIEN
trait database (38)] were considered for this analysis.
Several traits do indeed exhibit patterns of relative mean and
skewness that are consistent with trait distributions tracking recent
climate warming (Fig. 4 B and C). This striking result is consistent
with the hypothesis that recent climate change is currently causing
forests to shift their entire trait distributions in the direction of
shifting climates. Additionally, the magnitudes of these shifts cor-
respond to the rate of warming experienced by each individual
community (Fig. 4 D and E). These results suggest that climate is
already changing the functional composition of forests at large
spatial scales in measurable, predictable, and pervasive ways that
will affect ecosystem productivity and function.
Our analyses demonstrate how current trait–climate relation-
ships and trait moments can be combined to provide potential
metrics for predicting climate-driven shifts in functional bio-
diversity in the future. The observed trait mean and skewness
values are consistent with expected community shifts under cli-
mate change, but direct evidence of such shifts will require a time
series of trait distributions across several time points and will be
bolstered by including larger forest plots enabling more accurate
trait moment estimates. Furthermore, in future studies it will also
be important to explore trait shifts in response to changes in other
climate variables—including temperature variability and vapor
pressure—for which data are currently too limited both geo-
graphically and temporally to conduct such analyses.
Using abundance-weighted metrics across the whole community
allows us to provide a more complete representation of functional
composition within communities, potentially increasing the accuracy
of resulting trait–climate relationships. Indeed, we note important
deviations between abundance-weighted and species-weighted re-
sults within our study (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Our results
also contrast with previous work using species-weighted trait values
(15), specifically in relationships between height, SLA, phosphorus
content, and wood density with measures of temperature (MAT,
TS) and precipitation [mean annual precipitation (MAP), precipi-
tation seasonality (PS)]. Understanding why species- and abundance-
weighted analyses often produce different trait–climate relationships
will require disentangling the relative impacts of trait richness (in-
herently related to species richness in this study) and the relative
abundance of unique trait values (determined by species evenness) on
functional diversity–climate relationships. As a first step to address this,
we examine shifts in species abundance distributions across latitude
and elevation and find that both species richness and evenness change
along these geographic gradients (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). This result
means (i) that both unique trait values and trait relative abundances
(weighting) likely contribute to climatic shifts in functional diversity
and (ii) that differences between species- and abundance-weighted
analyses are likely due to geographic variation in species evenness.
Therefore, we expect that both of these aspects of functional diversity
—trait richness and evenness—will be important for future studies.
Increasing the coverage and quality of community-wide datasets
will strengthen analyses of trait–climate relationships by including
other types of traits (e.g., physiological and phenological traits), a
wider range of environmental factors (e.g., soil condition/nutrient
composition, microclimate, disturbance), greater geographic cover-
age, and larger plots with more trait samples. In addition to the cli-
matic conditions examined in this study, functional diversity could
also be influenced by the history of local land use, management, or
other forms of disturbance (39). Therefore, including information
about site history may help increase the accuracy of trait–climate
analyses. Although our study covers a wide range in latitude, eleva-
tion, and climate space (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), we are restricted to
predominantly New World sites and lack representation at higher
absolute latitudes. Future work will benefit from including both trait
and abundance/biomass data at more sites in these underrepresented
regions of the world. Finally, most studies (including ours) rely on a
small sample representing the greater forest community, which is a
potential source of error when calculating functional diversity metrics.
In this study, we find that removing trait moment estimates with high
uncertainty has no significant effect on our results (SI Appendix, Fig.
S6). However, including larger forest plots with more individual trait
samples will help reduce such issues of uncertainty in future work.
Discovering and quantifying relationships between climate and
functional composition is necessary to anticipate community and
ecosystem responses to future environmental change (4, 10, 29).
Earth system models are increasingly incorporating trait–environment
relationships to improve estimates of how past and future changes in
climate influence ecosystem functioning (40). Our results expose
many relationships between functional composition and climate that
are crucial for developing more accurate mechanistic models to make
predictions about climate-driven shifts in community structure and
ecosystem productivity. Nonetheless, further insights will likely arise as
more location-specific trait data become available that better capture
the functional variation expressed within and among communities
(41), thus increasing the ability to accurately detect trait–environment
relationships (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Such data limitations may be
Fig. 4. Signatures of community trait shifts in response to rapid climate
warming. (A) Expected shifts in mean and skewness relative to an initial
distribution. (B and C) Community relative mean (B) and skewness (C) values
for all communities shown as deviations between local and global (a proxy
for initial) moment values (SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods). Circles
indicate individual communities, and colors designate underlying relation-
ships (correlations) between traits and temperature (MAT). Stars indicate
significantly nonzero averages. Bars are nonsignificant. (D and E) Regres-
sions of relative mean (D) and skewness (E) for all traits combined against
the historical rate of change in MAT. Stars indicate significant trends.
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overcome by leveraging remote-sensing techniques (42) that obtain
comprehensive trait data while reducing the logistical difficulties and
time constraints of traditional field campaigns.
By more fully accounting for individual-level trait variation
within communities, our insights will help future studies success-
fully bridge plant economics theory (12, 27, 28, 30) and functional
biogeography (7, 8, 10, 11) to better evaluate and predict rela-
tionships between climate, ecosystem structure, and productivity.
Therefore, our analysis not only strengthens our understanding of
broad ecological patterns across space and time, but also repre-
sents a vital step toward predicting changes in ecosystem function
and stability in the future.
Materials and Methods
Forest Trait and Climate Data. Species identities and abundances were de-
termined for all individuals ≥2 cm in diameter within each forest plot (421 0.1-ha
plots total). Trait data were collected locally in 66 forest plots (in situ plots). For
the 355 forest plots (BIEN plots) that lack locally collected trait data, we paired
local community composition with trait data gathered from BIEN [accessed using
the BIEN package (38) in R (43)]. Species mean trait values were assigned by
taking the mean value across all available samples (one or more individuals)
within each species for each plot. In BIEN plots, if species-level trait values were
unavailable, then either genus or family values were used. We log-transformed
all size-dependent traits—height, leaf area, and seed mass—to eliminate size-
dependent trait biases before analysis (44). Site-specific climate data were
gathered using climate raster layers available online (19–24).
Trait Moment Analyses. Species mean trait values were weighted by species
abundances within each forest plot to calculate abundance-weighted trait
moments (9)—mean, variance, skewness, and (excess) kurtosis (see SI Appendix,
Supplementary Methods for equations). Outliers were removed by dropping
the outer 1% (0.5% highest and 0.5% lowest) of species mean and community
moment values for each trait. To standardize scale across traits in the latitude
and elevation analysis, community mean and variance are given as the percent
of deviations from the average community value across each gradient (i.e.,
individual community values that are X% higher or lower than the average
trait value for a given gradient, with the sign denoting the direction of the
percent of deviation). Linear regressions between trait moments and latitude
and elevation were calculated using the lm function in R (43). Relationships
between trait moments and individual environmental variables were de-
termined using Pearson product-moment correlations. PCA was conducted on
community-weighted means across all traits using the prcomp function in R
(43). Only BIEN plots were used in the PCA analysis because there are no data
for tree height or seed mass for the in situ plots. Community relative moments
were calculated as the percent deviation between local community values
(mlocal) and global values (mglobal) for each moment [% deviation = (mlocal –
mglobal)/jmglobalj × 100]. We used two-sided t tests to determine whether
community relative moments were significantly different from 0—the null ex-
pectation given no shift in trait-distribution shape. Only in situ data were used
in the relative moment analysis to ensure that trait estimates were specific to
each location rather than being taken from a trait database. All data (45) and
custom code (46) used in this study have been made publicly available online.
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